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WINNING OF LARGE AIRPLANES.
By Oscar Seldman
SUMMARY
Because large airplanes of the transport and bomber
categories have been reported to have spun Inadvertently,
the available 1nformatlon on the subject has been reviewed.
Results of model tests, as well as reports of full-scale-
airplane spins, were considered. It is concluded that
large airplanes should not be intentionally spun because
these aircraft are not designed for the loads and speeds
that may be encountered in the spin and recovery.
If a large airplane is stalled, either inadvertently
or for familiarization purposes, the pilot should apply
sufficient down elevator to relieve the stall at the very
first sign of stalling. The throttles should be closed
if the airplane has started to roll off into a turn and
the nose has dropped appreciably. Even after the airplane
has rolled off on a wing, the pilot can regain control by
promptly moving the stick forward and then using all three
controls to return to level flight.
I?orrecovery from fully developed inadvertent sgl.ns,
the rudder and wheel should be moved against the turn and,
about ~ tw later, the control column should be moved
forwa*. In a spin while on instrument flight, the ball
bank indicator should not be relied upon to indicate the
proper direction in which to move the wheel or rudder,
but the rate-of-turn indicator should be used to deter-
mine the direction In which to move the rudder and to
Indicate when the rotation has stopped. The pull-out
from the recovery dive should be started promptly to
avoid building up excessive speed, but the pilot must be
careful not to pull out too rapidly as the airplane
might stall again or the striicturalloads might become
excessive. In a spin the pilot would probably encounter
difficulty in moving the controls and might have to make
use of’the tabs and other booster ~evices; however, he
should be careful to avoid overcontrolli.ngafter spin
recovery.
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-INTRODUCTION
Pilots who fly large airplanes - thst 1s, transports
and bombers - have normhlly had no experience in spins
of such airplanes although these pilots will have been
l~checkedout’lin stalls. Their”spin training has been
obtained on small highly maneuverable airplsnes. Large
airplanes are not intentionally spun, except on rare
occasions, for reasons that will be apparent in the dis-
cussion to follow. Relatively little information 1s
generally aveilable, therefore, on spin characteristics
of the large eircraft.
Inasmuch as large airplanes have been inadvertently
spun or have been in various stages of spin entry, pilots
are naturally interested in knowing what to expect if
their airplane should get into a spin. The Safety Bureau
of the Civil Aeronautics Boerd therefore requested that
the NACA make such information available and the present
report was prepared as a result of this request. The
information presented herein is considered of interest
to both civil end military pilots.
The NACA has obteined a fair amount of data on the
spin characteristics from free-spinning tunnel tests of
models of large sirplanes. The tunnel provides a verti-
cally rising air strea in which the airplane model spins
entirely unsupported except by the air forces. After
the model hes been launched in a fully developed spin,
observations ere msde of the effectiveness of’the con-
trols for recovery when they ere operated by a remote-
controlled mechanical pilot. Most of the discussion of
spinning in the present paper is based on results of
tumel tests of about a dozen models. A limited amount”
of actual flight deta hes been Gathered from pilots!
reports and from accident investi&ations. Pertinent
deta on pilotsl spin experiences have been obtained from
aircraft manufacturers, airlines, end the military
services.
Although the present report is primarily intended
to cover spin characteristics, a brief discussion of
stalling is also given. The discussion of stalling is
largely based on the experiences of NACA test pilots.
The entire report has benefited from suggestions
made by Mr. Melvin N. Gough, Chief Test Pilot of the
NACA Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.
. .
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The large airplanes referred to are the present-day
conventi.gnal.monoplane transport, bomber, and multlengine-
att.acktypes weighing more than the arbitrarily selected
limit of 18,00cIpounds. These airplanes are two-or
four-engine types. As a result of the”installation of
engines and other items in the wings; the distribution
of mass of these airplanes as a group, as measured by
the airplane moments of inertia, Is greater along the
wings than along the”fuselage. The Douglas DC-3 is fairly
representative of the class although it has more mass
along the fiselage thcm”along the wings. Beoause of their
intqnded use, all these airplanes We less maneuverable
than and are not designed fcr as high structural strength
as the smaller types.
The airplanes for which spin-tunnel-model results
were analyzed included 10 twin-engine and 2 four-engine
designs ranging in weiEht from 18,0c)0pounds to
120,000 pounds. Several of ths twin-engine airplanes in
the group were of the relatively more maneuverable combat
types. All were conventional In appearance although
twin-boom tail arrangements were Included.
STALL CHARACTE”l?ISTICS
Stalltng
The subject of stall characteristics Is a much
broader subject than spinning and has been covered pre-
viously in aeronautical literature. The stall charac-
teristics of large airplanes vary widely among different
specific designs as do those of smaller airplanes. The
stall precedes the entry Into a spin. In the worst case,
the stall may result in a violent rolling motion of which
the pilot recelyes no advance warning and against which
the aileron control is oornpletelyineffective or even
detrimental. In most oases the ailerons should not be
used. If the control oolumn is not promptly moved forward
a sufficient amount-to Unstall.the”wing, the wing-dropping
may lead to a spiral, a spin, or a fal~ng leaf. In most
stalls the aileron effectiveness will be reduoed. In
better stalls the rolling motion may be less violent and
advanoe notioe may be given the pilot in the form of mild
.—- -
Ibuffeting or cqntrol shake. For some airplanes no rolling
motion is involved and the airplane simply pitches nose
down after mild buffeting. An alrplsne thet normally
stalls gently may show a violent stall under adverse
icing conditions. For most airplanes, the wing-dropping
will be more violent with power on thti with power off.
The stall in the landing condition (gear and flaps down)
1s frequently milder than in the clean condition although
the worst case 1s almost always ‘for the pertlal-power,
partial-flap, approach condition. If the stall charac-
teristics are good, the experienced pilot can usually
make the airplane recover from the stalled condition
before the spin actually gets started. NACA test pilots
have, in fact,.made slowly approached stalls in all types
of large aircraft and, although varioud types of stalls
and roll-offs have been encountered, none have been uncon-
trollable or have gone beyond the very first stages of
spin
have
When
entry,
Spin Entry
Inadvertent spins generally result from stalls that
been followed by a violent dropping of one wing.
the wing loses its lift and drops, the nose of the
airplane also drops and the e.irplane-slips In the direc-
tion of the low wing. This slipping motion will lead
to an air force on the vertical tail tending to turn
the airplane off course toward the low wing. This initial
turning motion, which gives a change in heading, does
not constitute a true spin. Inasmuch as the stall and
roll-off is “producedsolely by the high angle of attack,
which Is controlled by the elevator, control can still
be regained by first installing the airplane by use of
the elevator and then using rudder and ailerons as
available and required to counteract yawing and rolling.
If the elevator Is moved down more than necessary, the
airplane will pick up too much speed. If, however, the
pilot fails to check the Incipient spin by moving the
stick forward promptly, the airplane progressively winds
up into a stable spin. The rudder and ailerons will tend
to blow with the spin (that 1s, rl t pedal forward and
rwheel to the rl~t In a right spin and the elevator
will tend to blow upward. The number of turns before
the airplane gets into a fully developed spin varies
with different airplanes; the consensus 1S that the
number of turns is greater than one but less than five.
The essential point Is that recovery becomes increasingly
!
..
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., . .. . . .... dlffloult ~d” requires more turns and altltude loss from
the time of tti”-~rii.”tf”dl’stall--untilthe.-spin.s.teadL@,8
down, Recovery should therefore be started as promptly “ “ -
as possible at the very first Indloation of the. stall.
.
It has been found that present-day 1arge airplanes
have, as a group~ oertain common spin characteristioss
(1) The spins generally tend to be steep (al~~fl
nose down more than 4.5° from the horizontal).
plane may exhlblt some tendency for oscillations or, in
extreme cases, for a whipping motion during which the
attltule varies.
(2) Rates of descent will be high reaching from
115 to 280 miles per hour (10,100 to ~,600 feet per
minute). Inasmu.ohas the path of descent 1s almost
vertioal, these figures also represent the true airspeed.
At sn altitude of 10,000 feet, a true airspeed of
280 miles per hour is equivalent to an indicated airspeed
of 240 miles per hour. The rate of rotation will be
relatively low compared with that for small alrqlanes.
The time for one turn will be about 5 seconds for four-
engine airplanes-and about 2 seconds for twin-en@ne
designs. An average large airplane might, for example,
drop 1000 feet at each turn.
(3) M a result of the rotation, the airglane ti11
be subjected to an acceleration of 1.5g to 3g at the
center of gravity. Occupants near”the center of gravity
will be held down by a foroe of 1.5 to 3 times their
F
wei t. The acceleration at the tail might be as much
as g.
(4) The flattest sptns will be obtained when sd.1
three controls are defleoted fully with the spin. The
“most rapid recovemy till be obtained by reversing all
three controls. Moving the control column forward after
the rudder has been reversed (that is, moved against the
tuxm) will be very effective for reoov~y. MOVIW tb
wheel against the s in (that is, to tlm same aide that
7the redder is moved will also speed up recovery. In
most cases, the turning will have stopped by the tinm
all three controls have been moved as recommended.
-. . .
. —. -—— .--
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(5) Spin characteristics f’orthe landing condition
are generally slmllar to those”for the clean condition.
If a large.airplane spins while coming in for a landing,
the chance of completlrigrecovery In the height availeble
is sl@ht.
Little consistent information Is evailable con-
cerning the effacts of power (spplied symmetricfillyor
asymwetrlc~ly) on spins, elthough it is believed that
application of power in a spin may lead to vibration of
the structure. Use of power is therefore not recommended
in attempting recovery from spins, except as e last resort.
For a number of reesons, spirs of large elrplanes
are dangerous end should not be intentionally entered:
(1) Tke air loed on the el~lene in a spin mcy
exceed three times tineairplene weight, corresponding to
an acceleration of 3g, which is the USUE1 ssfe structural
limit for lerge drplanes. Gscilletions during the spin
might so increese the loed thet danger of local failures
or defamations In the structure is encountered. (Fighter
airplanes, on the other hQnd, can safely teke an accel-
eration of 8g.)
(2) &e effectiveness of the instruments will be
impaired. In a spin the ~rtificial horizon msy be
fnoper~tive,End the bell bank Indicator mey not indlcete
the proper direction in which to move the wheel or rudder.
The rate-of-turn indicator should still function properly.
(3) inter the airplane stops spinning, it is”in a
dive end gains speed r~pidly. The pilot must pull the
elrplene out of the dive befors the maximum permissible
diving speed Is reeched. Very skillful piloting is
required to avoid either pulling up too rapidly, which
would impose severe structural loads or even stall the
airplane again, or pulling up too slowly snd exceeding
the safe diving speed. In any case, a consider~ble loss
in altitude would be experienced before the ~lrplene
resumed level flight.
u
(4) til thee controls will tend to blow with the
spin. Because of the large surfaces and high airspeeds,
.the controls w1ll be herd to move. The pilot may there-
fore heve to make use of trailing-edge tebs or other
booster devices to help In obtaining the desired control
movements.
. .. .——— ..-. . . . ,.
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(5) Mgh oentri~al fqrce would affect the orew
.-..m./..-phyalql,ogi.@.lyand might make.it d.lffloultto move th
controls or to”re&ch””’ti’b”@pe”hatoh;”-This-meffeot would
be most pronoumed near the tail portion of’&e airplane.
A tail gunner probably would notibe able to mwe. about.
The small airplane may spin steep or flat. A small
airplane rotates faster than a large airplane and.has
greater redder effeottveness for recovery. Recovery for
small airplanes heavily loaded “alongthe fuselage may be-
expedlted by moving the wheel with the spin. small
airplanes that are heati”lyloaded along the wings, however,
as by multiple wing guns or wing fuel tanks, will have
the sarmeelevator and aileron effectlvenesq as mantlomd
i’orlarge alrplanesm Spins of mall. twin-engine airplanes
‘will reseiablethose of large airplanes except for the
higher rate of rotation of the small airplanes.
Considerable Information Is available on the spin
characteristics of the Douglas JX-3 model and airplane.
In appendix A, a detailed description of the model spin
characteristics is presentad and the effects of.different
loadlngs are described. It 1S shown that if a large alr-
plme happens to be relatively heavily loaded along the
fuselag~, the favorable @ffact of mavlng the wheel against
the spin may be lost.
The cumently available information on pilots?
experiences in spins Or large airplanes is summarized
in appendix B. These flight experiences are, on the
whole, consistent witihwhat would have been ‘expected
from rhodeltest results.
RECOMMENDED PILOTING l?ROC~URE
Reference 1 gives In detail general recommendations
for piloting prooedure for sptnning of’pursuit airplanes.
With a few exoeptlons, the general prlncipl.esspecified
theretn also apply to large airplanes. For inadvertent
spins of large airplanes, tb.efollowing recommendation.s
are made:
(1) The pilot shculd apply sufficient down ‘elevator
to relieve the stall (and increase the speed) at the
very first indloatlon of stalling. He must be careful
not to apply so much down elevator as to Increase the
airspeed excessively. .
,8.. NACA RB No. 14.107
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(2) If the stall has occurred with power on, the
throttles should be closed when marked rolllng hes devel-
oped and the nose has dropped appreciably. closing tk
“throttleswhile the nose is unusually high may result in
a whip stall.
(3) If the sirplane has rolled off but not yet
wound up into a steble spin, the turning motion should
be checked by moving the stick forward to unstall the
wing and then using all three controls to regain level
flight.
(b) After the spin has become fully developed and
ths controls are with the spin, the most effective con-
trol manipulation is to move the rudder against the turn
md move the wheel to the ssme side as the rudder end,
-
about ~ turn later, to move the control column forward
c
as far as appears necessary. These positions of’the
controls should be held until recovery is effected. Once
the airplane begins to respond, the ~orw~rd movement of
ths control column should be stopped, inasmuch as this
movement noses the airplane down and makes the recovery
div9 steeper so that the subsequent pull-out takes longer.
(5) In a spin whi19 on instrument flight, the ball
bank indicstor should not be relied upon to indlcats the
proper direction in which to move the wheel or rudder,
but the rate-of-turn indicator should be used to deter-
m.insthe direction to move the rudder and to indicate
when the rotation has stopp6d.
(6) The dive pull-out should be started as soon as
the spin rotation has stopped in order to avoid building
up too much speed during the dive. The pilot should not
pull out too rapidly as the airplane might stall again
cr the structural loads miglitbecome excessive.
(7) The tabs or other booster devices should be
used as much as necessary to obtain the desired movements
of the control surfaces. The pilot should be prepared
to readjust the tcbs upon recovery to avoid overccntrolling
in the ensuing dive.
Although spinning of large airplanes h~s been suc-
cessfully accomplished in several instmces, the evldonce
points strongly a.gdnst this practice. Even though the
spins may resemble those of some smaller airplanes, the
l?ACARB NO. I@07
permissible overloads
the controls are much
9
and diving speeds &re lower and
h~rder to move. Lame a~rp~anes
are not designed for acrobetj.osand should-not b~ inten-
“-tforially~~. .“”’-“ ......,:.....,... ...... . .. ....,,..-.-..
Langley Memorial Aermautlcal Laboratory
National Advisory Cotiltt&3 for Aeronsut$cs
Langley Field, Va. ..
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APPENDIX A
SPIN CEARJWTERISTICS OF MODEL OF THE DOUGLAS DO-3
Model spin characteristics of the Douglas DC-3 air-
plane were obtained from tests of-a k-foot-span model
In the NACA 20-foot free-spinnhg tunnel. The specific
results in terms of equivalent full-scale data are
described in some detail for illustrative purposes.
For We fully developed spin with the elevator up,
rudder with the spin, and ailerons neutral, the nose
would be frown55° from the horizontal; the rate of
descent at an altitude of 10,000 feet would be 117 miles
per hour (10,300 feet per minute) and the rate of rota-
tion would be 3.4 seconds for one turn. The acceleration
at the center of gravity would be 1.7g. Complete reversal
of the rudder alone would give a recovery in 1 turn,
aftw? which the airpl=e would descend in a steep glide.
Figure 1 shows the airplane motion during the last turn
of the spin and during the recovery. After recovering
from such a spin, the afrplane would be in a dive at
173 miles per houlitrue airspeed (152 miles per hour
indicated airspeed at 85OO feet). The pilot then would
have the alternative of pulling out sharply with resultant
high accelerations or Pulllng out gradually with consid-
erable inci’easeIn speed and 10SS of altitude. If he
increased the acceleration to 2g In 2 seconds and held
this value during the rest of the pull-out, the airplane
would drop 2000 feet during the pull-out to level flight
and the speed would have increased to 285 miles per hour
true airspeed or 263 miles per hour indicated qtrspeed.
This value of’the speed is close to the maximum per-
missible diving speed for the DC-3 airplane. If the
pilot had wanted to use the elevator for recovery, it is
estimated that he would have had to push 16o pounds on
the control column to start moving it forward. If’the
pilot managed to get * control CO1- to neutral before
reverstng the rudder, the spin would be a little flatter
and the recovery dive WOUld be ~teepcr than if the control
column remained back.
For the model tests in the normal loading condition,
the wheel positf.on did not seriously affect recovery.
For this loading condit!on, the model did not show the
.—— -.. .— . ——
—.
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usual favorable effect of moving the wheel against the
spin because, as mentioned earner, the DC-3 has a rela-
tively heavy load along the fuselage.
Tests of the model In the lightly loaded condition,
for which the load distribution was more nearly like &at
of most other lerge airplanes, ahowed a very favorable
effeot of moving the wheel against the spin end of moving
the elevator down. Tests with changes In the center-of-
gravity looation showed that moving the center of gravity
appreciably forward diminished the tendency of the model
to spin. o
. ...-. ----- -- ---—-- .—-- -
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APPENDIX B
FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
Little information is av&tlable on Intentional spins
of large ai.~lanes. Information available on inadvertent
spins is of questionable accuracy because of the oonfu-
slon of pilot and crew, the lack of prepared instrumen-
tation, and the fsct that the ptlot is concentrating on
trytng to recover from tLe spin. This uncertainty in the
information should be borne inmtnd in evalu~ting the
following specific Infonnatton on full-scale spin
experiences.
Douglas W-3 airplane.- The following instances have
been reported concern
‘?
*in experiences in the W-3 .
airplane (twin engine, 5,550 lb):
(1) A ~hlef Pilot for m airline campany performed
intentional spins with the DO-3 airplane severel years
aGo. The fbllowing results were obtained: Thrae spins
were made with wheels up and ons with wheels down. AU
spir~ were entered at an altitude of 8000 feet. For
these tests the airplane wetght was only 22,000 pounds.
One spin of 2 turns was made with each engine operating
at @ horsepower. There was no effect of power or of
landing gear. T& longest spin lasted 3 turns. All the
time the airplane was spinning, considerable force was
necessary to hold the eilerons in the neutral position
and there was e very marked buf~eting of the tall sur-
faces. The nose was well down, not being more thsri15°
from the vertical. No trouble was experienced in
bringing the dmplme out of the spin; it was necessary
only to neutralize the controls after which the spin
stopped in less then ~ turn. The maximum indicated
airspeed noticed durl=~ the spin was 150 miles per hour.
On reoovery the airplane attained an indicated airspeed
of approximately 200 inilesper hour. In making three
turns, the eirplene lost approximately 3000 feet of alti-
tude from the the that the spirewas entered until
recovery was ccmpleted and the airplane was in level
flight.
(2) Other instsnces heve been reported where cliffi-
culty was encountered. ~ one instmce the spin was
.
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accidentally with wheels and flaps down and with
power. The flaps were retracted and the power
reduced. An attempt to stop the spin with the r~der
brought no results. F’uJ.1power was spplled to the
inboard engine with nc effect. The rudder was then
neutralized and the control column pushed forward with
considerable force at which time the spin stopped.
(3) Several pilots have reported going into 2-turh
spins In bad weather Pr during training maneuvers. The
pilots indicate that the ailerons whip towerd the direc-
tion of spin as the airplane enters the spin. Recovery
was generally successfully accomplished by neutralizing
or reversing all the controls. A 3-Wrn spin has been
reported during which the nose was 45° down. The loss
in altitude during a l-turn spin and pull-out from the
ensuing dive has been reported as 3000 feet.
YFM-1 airplme.- The YFM-1 airplane (twin engine,
18,150 lb) entered a spin inadvertently f’roman
as~etric-power flight condition. The rudder blew with
the spin and the pilot could not push herd enou@ to
move the pedal. The sptn was steep. When the co-pilot
jumped, he struck and bent the leading edge of the fin
and also struck the rudder. At about this time, the
pilot f’oundthat he was able to move the rudder. The
pilot then applied opposite rudder and followed by
moving the stick forwsrd and giving opposite aileron,
which brought the eirplane out of the spin. This spin
lasted 19 turns.
B-26 airplane.- A service pilot practicing evasive
action stalled a B-26 airplane (twin engine, 26,650 lb)
and spun very steeply. He applied controls with the
spin for one turn, then gave full opposite rudder, and
after one more turn moved the stick forward. When this
manipulation had no effect for two turns, he repeated
the entire series of control movements; then after two
more turns the airplane recovered in a vertical dive.
This spin lasted about 7 turns. The co-pilot hsd dosed
the throttles efter the first turn. The controls were
very difficult to move.
21 Zheen l-t in w~.s. ~tdls - lackingP- O atr lene.- Several P-70 airplanes (twin.engine,
bu~ it is suspected that high stick forces-may have been.
a contributing factor.
.. .“
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B-17 and B-24 ahplams. - TWO four-engine designs,
the B-17 (52,000 lb) and the B-a (50,000 lb) have been
reported in spins several times. In some instances
serious structural damage and loss of the airplanes
resulted. In one case, control forceh were reported to
be high but the combined eff’ortsof the~pilot and co-
pilot finally moved the elevator and rudder controls and
effected recovery. The spin was steep. A crew member
near the middle of the fuselage was able to move about
but the tail gunner was unable to move because of cen-
trifugal force.
Boeing 307 airplane.- It Is mought that the breaking
up of an experimental B08fng 307 airplane (four engines
@,500 lb) in flight might have occurred during recovery
from a dive subsequent to a 2- or.3-turn inadvertent
* spin.
P-38 airplane.- ~S P-38 airplane (11,300 lb), which
is a small twin-engine ckssignand is similar to some of
the large types, has been spwa several times. The test
pilot reported that on one occasion he was unsble to move
any of the three controls from their with-the-spin posi-
tion after a spin of 3 turns. He regained control after
eight turns by applytng power to both engines.
It would be appreciated if pilots having additional
infomnation on ectual spin experiences In large airplanes
would transmit pertinent data to the National Advisory
Comittee for Aeronautics at Washington, D. C. .
.
.
1. Soul&, E. A., md SeMman, Oscar: Influence of Loading
Condition on Piloting Technique for Spin Recovery
for Pursuit Airplanes. NACA RB, Jtme 1942.
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